Change Log of - 2.9.2
We are proud to announce that the latest version of 2.9.2 is now available.

What's New ?
New Features
Introduce Grid based table structured design and data presentation.
Introduce member area and dashboard distinguishing from admin layout.
Intelligent search is implemented to fetch your data quickly from millions of listings.
You can now play with large number of data through grid view with the power of
filtering, sorting and searching by string, number, date and status.
Tree structured navigation model for enhanced user experienced to navigate more
deeper hierarchy.
Listing has new option as “Billing & Invoice” that adds power of sending alert to vendors,
agent, principle or user when an order initiates and payment.
Introduce New security tweaks and alerts.
Introduce a template friendly design layout for developers to manage themes efficiently.

What's Changes ?
Improvement
Major improvement and re-design of both Font-end and Back-end templates.
Simplifying better design of menu and sub-menu navigation styles.
Re-structuring of list view of listing for better user experiences.
Fast and enhanced listing navigation to font-end with ajaxified Grid fashioned.
Upgrade JQuery and JUI and introduce new javascript library e.g kendoui , jqwidgets etc.
Optimize the framework to scale up the overall performance and speed of entire
application.

Fixes
Fixed 07 issues with Javascript for IE / iPad
Fixed 10 known issues at previous version
Fixed CSS incompatibilities issues nn various internet devices.
Improvement of back-end Graphical user interface for easy and faster navigation.
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Notes

Ioncube loader 4.4.x (or higher) and Php 5.2.x (or higher) is required to run this
application under your host server.

How to Upgrade ?

The new product is now available under your client area to download. Before running
upgrade, please visit
http://www.httpsdoc.com/How-to-Upgrade-the-software-Manually-_39.html to make sure
you follow the mentioned steps carefully.
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